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About CANDU Owners Group

Who we are

CANDU / PHWR Operators Worldwide

• The CANDU Owners Group (COG) is a private, not-for-profit corporation 
funded voluntarily by CANDU operating utilities worldwide and Canadian 
Nuclear Laboratories (CNL) with strong supplier participation.

Excellence through collaboration

• COG’s program areas facilitate industry innovation and information exchange. 
The results help ensure safe, reliable, environmentally-sound and cost 
effective low-carbon electricity generation that can power the economy and 
millions of homes.

• COG has recently been mandated by its Members to support advanced 
reactor designs including small and medium sized reactors
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COG Members

COG is comprised of Canadian and international nuclear utilities

Canadian Members:
Ontario Power Generation (OPG)
Bruce Power
New Brunswick Power (NBP)
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories (CNL)

International Members:
Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power (KHNP)
Nucleoeléctrica Argentina (NA-SA)
Societatea Nationala Nuclearelectrica, Romania (SNN)
CNNP Nuclear Power Operations Management, China (CNNO)
Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL)
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC)

Hydro Québec, re-joined COG as a participant in the Information Exchange program in 2016.
Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO) joined COG as a participant in NSEA, June 2017.

47
CANDU 
units

Worldwide
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And Supplier Participants

❖ Program Focus:

❖ Information exchange: 

❖ Sharing of utility and supplier operating experience

❖Training 

❖ Interaction with utility operators and other stakeholders

Acuren
AECOM Canada
ATS Automation
BWXT Canada
Cameco
China Nuclear Power Operations 
Canadian Power Utility Services
Hatch
Kepco E&C
Kinectrics
Lakeside Controls

MDA
Nuvia
Promation
RCM Technologies
Rolls Royce Civil Nuclear
SNC-Lavalin
Stern Laboratories
Weir Group
Westinghouse
Worley Parsons

COG welcomed its first international supplier 
participants from Korea and China in 2017
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R&D and joint projects spent annually saves members 
billions $$ in improved safety & performance results

Items reviewed annually at screening meetings 
to consider significance and actions. 

COG at a glance

“The investment by CANDU Owners Group on behalf of its 
members in research and development activities

puts it in the range of the Top 15
Canadian-owned private sector companies.”

~ COG President and CEO Fred Dermarkar

800

C$60
million

Entries in the COGonline.org database to solve problems based 
on all past experience 

Workshops, peer group & committee meetings, 

annually for Members and Supplier Participants 

40,000

100+

COG Programs are 
enabled by a solid IT 
and governance infra-
structure to protect IP and
confidentiality of information
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Lines of Business

Research &
Development

Joint Projects 
& Services

Information
Exchange

Nuclear Safety &
Environmental Affairs

SMR 
Technology 

Forum
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SMRTF Objective:
A Harmonized Approach

Value in a harmonized approach:

Optimize deployment of limited resources 

Enhance prospects of chosen technology(ies).

Cost and risk sharing

Greater standardization 
leads to significantly 
lower costs, greater 
central technical support
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COG SMR Technology Forum (SMRTF)

Identify key issues to promote harmonized policies:

Technical positions on regulatory framework, fuel cycle, 
siting and supply chain; on-grid and off‐grid applications.

Mandate may be expanded to other areas
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Canadian SMR Roadmap 2018
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Interface with Canadian SMR Roadmap

SMR Roadmap to encourage and develop broad agreement 

on the way forward

COG to develop technical principles, guidelines and 

positions on key issues

SMR Roadmap Working 

Group (WG)

COG Activities

Direct Contribution to 

WG

Inform the WG 

Discussion

Technology X

Economics & Finance X

Indigenous & Public 

Engagement
X

Waste Management X

Regulatory Readiness X
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International Harmonization 
Benefits to be Gained

2008 CORDEL Report: Benefits Gained Through 
Harmonization of Nuclear Safety Standards

Context:

Global expansion of nuclear power continues to be viewed 
primarily from a financial and economic perspective

National variations in safety regulations present an obstacle 
to internationally standardized nuclear reactor designs, 
which would foster these economies

Emergence of a global market that offers a choice of a small 
number of reactor types that are recognized by regulators 
as safe and technologically mature

Harmonization of safety requirements (e.g., MDEP) leads 
to standardization of reactor designs

Envisioned several vendors and several internationally 
standardized designs.
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International Harmonization 
Benefits to be Gained

Benefits to design phase:

New designs incorporate latest technology and lessons 
learned from current operating fleet.

Benefits to construction phase:

New plants benefit from experience accumulated in the 
construction of previous plants. 

Benefits to Operational phase

Feedback from operational experience leads to improved 
operation through sharing of best practices. 

Technical, maintenance, and procurement support moves 
easily between plants

Sustainable supply chain and knowledge base

Case for harmonization remains strong
Essential for deployment of 1000s of vSMRs (<10MWe)
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International Harmonization:
The Case of vSMRs

VSMRs are well suited for developing countries with 
limited grids

Need to develop international harmonization now to 
prepare for anticipated need

Large fleet of vSMRs in many countries poses new 
challenges

May need to re-think current model of design authority: 
expanded role for operator / owner groups

Look at aspects of other successful concepts, such as 
those from aviation
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International Harmonization
The Case for vSMRs

International design certification is a long-term goal for 
large NPP designs 

SMRs provide an early opportunity for seeking multi-lateral 
or international regulatory approvals.

Design features provide opportunity to facilitate changes 
in international licensing for SMRs, especially vSMRs:

Low power, passive concepts: less reliance on active safety 
systems, AC power for accident mitigation.

Modular architecture enables in-factory fabrication and 
control of quality at source.

Potential for sub-grade location provides protection.

Potential for remote monitoring and control

Ability to remove reactor module or in-situ decommissioning.
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International Harmonization 
What Nuclear Can Learn from Aviation

2013 CORDEL Report: What Nuclear Can Learn from Aviation

Context for licensing of aircraft designs:

Licensing based on binding international standards, 
supplemented by national airworthiness regulations. 

Certificate issued by state of origin for aircraft design 

Certificates issued by each state where design of aircraft is 
registered. 

Airworthiness certificate for each aircraft issued in the state where 
aircraft is registered.

Original designer always involved in the response to events and 
safety-relevant findings. 

Serious events: aviation authority of state issues Directive

Directive requires other national authorities to implement remedial 
measures to their regulated entities, 

Result: Changes are applied consistently over the entire fleet of 
aircraft of the same design.
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International Harmonization 
What Nuclear Can Learn from Aviation

Comparison of International Frameworks

• ICAO founded in 1947 to improve safety

• ICAO Standards are binding
• Universal Safety Oversight Audit 

(USAOP) of state’s oversight capability 
every 6 years

• IAEA founded in 1957 to promote 
peaceful use of atomic energy

• IAEA safety standards not binding
• Convention on Nuclear Safety, IAEA 

Review Services (OSART, IRRS) 
not-binding
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Aviation Licensing Framework

International Harmonization 
What Nuclear Can Learn from Aviation
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International Harmonization 
What Nuclear Can Learn from Aviation

Aviation Responsibilities

Designer continuously responsible for carrying out safety 
assessments of its fleet. 

Makes design changes

Retains knowledge to evaluate consequences of change

Operators responsible for 

Operating, maintaining in accordance with manuals

Implementing airworthiness directives issued by regulators

Ensuring aircraft remains compliant with design

All parties have legal obligation for reporting safety-
relevant findings to national authorities
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International Harmonization 
What Nuclear Can Learn from Aviation

Nuclear Responsibilities 

Prime responsibility for design and safety (i.e. “design 
authority”, INSAG-19) lies with operator/licensee of NPP 

It makes decisions regarding design changes

Must have sufficient knowledge to evaluate the consequences 
of any proposed change.

Nuclear industry does not have:

A comparable reporting and reaction system centred on the 
designer and the state of design

A mechanism comparable to an airworthiness directive

Existing organizations (IAEA, NEA, WANO, OEM and 
Owners Groups) play important role in achieving similar
objectives

Should roles of existing organizations be 
harmonized through governance framework ?
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International Harmonization
Facilitating Licensing of SMRs

2015 CORDEL Report: SMR 4-Step Licensing Process

Decision in Principle: 

Reduce political risk during the later stages of a project

Site Approval

Similar to that used for current nuclear power plants

Consider how (or if) the unique features of an SMR would 
impact the site selection

Consider public acceptance

Module Design Certification

Module and its safety systems standardized 

Site envelope suited to most sites. 

Internationally valid and transferable from the country of 
origin to other countries

Master Facility License

Address licensing issues beyond design certification
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International Harmonization
One Possible Approach

Select a Design that will Envelope “Master Facility 
License” constraints in all jurisdictions, such as EP and 
Security

Pursue acceptance of design amongst a group of 
countries having strong regulatory frameworks:

Coalition of willing regulators supported by strong utility 
engagement

Start with technical requirements for one specific 
element of the design. Example for PSA:

Achieve alignment on common methodology, acceptance 
criteria, analysis

Done once, accepted by all members of the coalition
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International Harmonization
One Possible Approach (cont.)

Pilot one area, apply lessons learned, expand to others

Eventually achieve convergence on key elements of design

Document key elements of design for other regulators to 
perform their own sovereign reviews

Goal is broad acceptance of Key Elements of Design
Goal is not Design Certification
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International Harmonization
One Possible Approach (cont.)

Lifetime of safe operation requires mechanisms for:

Documenting operating experience

Clear responsibilities for developing and implementing  
recommendations for changes to design, operation and 
maintenance

Confirmation that recommendations are appropriately 
implemented

Key roles for: vSMR OEM, vSMR Operator/Owner 
Groups, WANO, IAEA/NEA, Regulators
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International Harmonization

Will require leadership and collaboration

Several groups coming together as a single group

Government / Regulatory: IAEA, NEA

Industry: WANO, WNA (CORDEL), others (e.g., COG)

Industry Role: To be a catalyst for alignment of
governmental & regulatory organizations

Involve non-nuclear industries having had success with 
international harmonization

Near term: 

Establish a lead organization to pull together coalition of 
willing governments, regulators and industry 

Who will lead?
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Excellence through Collaboration


